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Abstract: In the IceCube Neutrino Detector, muon tracks are reconstructed from the muon’s light emission.
The initial track reconstruction serves as a starting point for more sophisticated track fitting, using detailed
knowledge of the ice and the detector. We describe here a substantial improvement of the accuracy in the initial
track reconstruction for muons. Our approach is to couple simple physical models with robust statistical techniques.
Using the metric of median angular accuracy, a standard metric for track reconstruction, this solution improves the
accuracy in the reconstructed direction by 13%.
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H. KOLANOSKI ICETOP OVERVIEW

Figure 1: The IceCube Observatory with its components
DeepCore and IceTop.

of 1 km3 at a depth between 1450 m and 2450 m (Fig. 1). In
the lower part of the detector a section called DeepCore is
more densely instrumented. The main purpose of IceCube
is the detection of high energy neutrinos from astrophysical
sources via the Cherenkov light of charged particles gener-
ated in neutrino interactions in the ice or the rock below the
ice.

IceTop: The IceTop air shower array is located above
IceCube at a height of 2832 m above sea level, correspond-
ing to an atmospheric depth of about 680 g/cm2. It consists
of 162 ice Cherenkov tanks, placed at 81 stations and dis-
tributed over an area of 1 km2 on a grid with mean spacing
of 125 m (Fig. 1). In the center of the array, three stations
have been installed at intermediate positions. Together
with the neighbouring stations they form an in-fill array for
denser shower sampling. Each station comprises two cylin-
drical tanks, 10 m apart from each other, with a diameter of
1.86 m and filled with 90 cm ice. The tanks are embed-
ded into the snow so that their top surface is level with the
surrounding snow to minimize temperature variations and
snow accumulation caused by wind drift. However, snow
accumulation (mainly due to irregular snow surfaces) can-
not be completely avoided so that the snow height has to
be monitored (see ref. [1]) and taken into account in simu-
lation and reconstruction (currently this is still a source of
non-negligible systematic uncertainties).
Each tank is equipped with two ‘Digital Optical Mod-
ules’ (DOMs), each containing a 10�� photo multiplier tube
(PMT) to record the Cherenkov light of charged particles
that penetrate the tank. In addition, a DOM houses complex
electronic circuitry supplying signal digitisation, readout,
triggering, calibration, data transfer and various control
functions. The most important feature of the DOM elec-
tronics is the recording of the analog waveforms in 3.3 ns
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Figure 2: Reconstruction of shower parameters from the
lateral distribution.

wide bins for a duration of 422 ns. DOMs, electronics and
readout scheme are the same as for the in-ice detector.
The two DOMs in each tank are operated at different PMT
gains (1 ·105 and 5 ·106) to cover a dynamic range of more
than 104. The measured charges are expressed in units of
‘vertical equivalent muons’ (VEM) determined by calibrat-
ing each DOM with muons (see ref. [1]).
To initiate the readout of DOMs, a local coincidence of
the two high gain DOMs of a station is required. This re-
sults in a station trigger rate of about 30 Hz compared to
about 1600 Hz of a single high gain DOM at a threshold
of about 0.1 VEM. The data are written to a permanent
storage medium, and are thus available for analysis, if the
readouts of six or more DOMs are launched by a local coin-
cidence. This leads to a trigger threshold of about 300 TeV.
Additionally, IceTop is always read out in case of a trigger
issued by another detector component (and vice versa). For
each single tank above threshold, even without a local co-
incidence, condensed data containing integrated charge and
time stamp are transmitted. These so-called SLC hits (SLC
= ‘soft local coincidence’) are useful for detecting single
muons in showers where the electromagnetic component
has been absorbed (low energies, outer region of showers,
inclined showers).
For monitoring transient events via rate variations, the time
of single hits in different tanks with various thresholds are
histogrammed.

3 Shower reconstruction

For each triggered tank in an event, time and charge of
the signal are evaluated for further processing. Likelihood
maximisation methods are used to reconstruct location, di-
rection and size of the recorded showers. In general, signal
times contain the direction information, and the charge dis-
tribution is connected to shower size and core location. The
standard analysis requires five or more triggered stations
leading to a reconstruction threshold of about 500 TeV. A
constant efficiency is reached at about 1 PeV, depending
on shower inclination. For small showers an effort was
launched to decrease the threshold to about 100 TeV with
a modified reconstruction requiring only three stations.

Fig. 1: The IceCube neutrino detector in the Antarctic ice.
A picture of the Eiffel Tower is shown for scale.

1 Introduction1

The IceCube neutrino detector searches for neutrinos that2

are generated by the universe’s most violent astrophysical3

events: exploding stars, gamma ray bursts, and cataclysmic4

phenomena involving black holes and neutron stars [4]. The5

detector, roughly one cubic kilometer in size, is located near6

the geographic South Pole and is buried to a depth of about7

2.5 km in the Antarctic ice [6]. The detector is illustrated8

in Figure 1 and a more complete description is given in9

Section 2.10

This manuscript describes an improvement in the recon-11

struction algorithm used to generate the initial track recon-12

struction of detected muons in the IceCube detector. We13

achieve this improvement in accuracy using robust statisti-14

cal techniques.15

2 Background16

The IceCube detector is composed of 5,160 optical detec-17

tors, each composed of a photomultiplier tube (PMT) and18

onboard digitizer [8]. The PMTs are spread over 86 vertical19

strings arranged in a hexagonal shape, with a total instru-20

mented volume of approximately one cubic kilometer. The21

PMTs on a given string are separated vertically by 17 m,22

and the string-to-string separation is roughly 125 m.23

When a neutrino enters the telescope, it sometimes24

interacts with the ice and generates a muon. As the muon25

travels though the detector, it radiates light [10], which26

is observed by the PMTs and broken down into discrete27

hits [7]. A collection of hits is called an event, and when the28

number of hits in an event is sufficiently large, this triggers29

the muon track reconstruction algorithm.30

2.1 Cosmic Ray Muons31

In addition to neutrinos, muons can also be generated by32

cosmic rays. The simplest technique to separate neutrino33

muons from cosmic ray muons is reconstructing the muon34

track and determining whether the muon was traveling35

downwards into the Earth or upwards out of the Earth. Since36

neutrinos can penetrate the Earth but cosmic ray muons37

cannot, it follows that a muon traveling out of the Earth must38

have been generated by a neutrino. Thus, by selecting only39

the muons that are reconstructed as up-going, the neutrino40

muons can, in principle, be isolated.41

While separation is possible in principle, the number of42

observed cosmic ray muons exceeds the number of observed43

neutrino muons by five orders of magnitude [5]. Thus, high-44

accuracy reconstructions are critical for preventing erro-45

neously reconstructed cosmic ray muons from dominating46

the neutrino analysis.47
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2.2 Challenges in Neutrino Detection48

There are several challenges for the reconstruction algo-49

rithms used in the detector.50

Modeling Difficulties The underlying physics of the sys-51

tem are nontrivial to model. The muon’s light is scattered52

by the dust and air crystals in the ice medium. This scat-53

tering is both complex and stochastic, and the scattering54

properties of the ice vary with depth [11]. These challenges55

make it difficult to design a complete model of the muon’s56

light scattering.57

Noise The outliers inherent in the data present an addi-58

tional challenge. The PMTs are so sensitive to light that59

they can record hits even in the absence of nearby muons.60

These hits arise from photons generated by the radioactive61

decay of the glass inside the PMT [9].62

Computational Constraints Reconstruction algorithms63

need to be efficient enough to process about 3,000 muons64

per second with the computing resources available at the65

South Pole. Thus, algorithms with excessive computational66

demands are discouraged.67

2.3 Prior IceCube Software68

Starting with the positions and times of each hit, the detector69

reconstructs the muon track. After collecting the initial data,70

the data passes though a series of filters that removes hits71

isolated in space and time [1].72

After removing outliers, the data is processed using a73

simple reconstruction algorithm, linefit, which finds the74

track that minimizes the sum of the squares of the distances75

between the track and the hits. More formally, assume76

there are N hits; denote the position and time of the ith77

hit as (~xi, ti) ∈ R3×R. Let the muon have a reconstructed78

velocity of~v, and let (~x0, t0) be a point on the reconstructed79

track. The linefit reconstruction solves the least-squares80

optimization problem81

min
t0,~x0,~v

N

∑
i=1

ρi(t0,~x0,~v)2, (1)

where82

ρi(t0,~x0,~v) = ‖~v(ti− t0)+~x0−~xi‖2 . (2)

The linefit reconstruction is primarily used to generate an83

initial track or seed for a more sophisticated reconstruction.84

The reconstruction algorithm for the sophisticated re-85

construction is Single-Photo-Electron-Fit (SPE) [5]. SPE86

takes the least-squares reconstruction and event data, and87

uses a likelihood maximization algorithm to reconstruct the88

muon track. The SPE reconstruction typically takes about89

two orders of magnitude longer to compute than linefit. The90

complete reconstruction process is outlined in Figure 2.91

3 Our Improvements to Muon Track92

Reconstruction93

We now discuss the improvements we make to the recon-94

struction algorithm. By augmenting the reconstruction algo-95

rithm using robust data analysis techniques, we show im-96

provement in the reconstruction algorithm’s accuracy.97

3.1 Algorithm Improvement98

The accuracy of the SPE reconstruction is dependent on99

the accuracy of the seed. Given a seed that is inaccurate by100

6◦ or more, SPE typically cannot recover, and produces a101

reconstruction that is inaccurate by 6◦ or more. In addition,102

the likelihood space for SPE can contain multiple local103

maxima, so improving the accuracy of a seed already near104

the true solution will improve the accuracy of SPE. Thus,105

we focused our work on improving the quality of the seed.106

As the muon travels though the detector, it generates hits.107

As indicated in Equation 1, linefit fits a line to these hits,108

weighting each hit quadratically in its distance from this109

line. This quadratic weighting makes the model sensitive to110

outliers. There are two reasons why outliers may appear far111

from the muon track:112

1. Some of the photons can scatter in the ice for over113

a microsecond, which means that when they are114

recorded by a PMT, the muon will be over 300 m115

away.116

2. While the noise reduction filters remove most of the117

outlier noise, the noise hits that survive can be far118

from the muon.119

Our solution to the outlier problem was twofold: improve120

the modeling of the scattering and replace the least-squares121

optimization problem with a robust line-fitting algorithm.122

3.1.1 Improving the Scattering Model123

The least-squares model does not model the scattering. Thus,124

hits generated by photons that scattered for a significant125

length of time are not useful predictors of the muon’s126

position. We found that a filter could identify these scattered127

hits, and improve accuracy by almost a factor of two by128

filtering them from the dataset.129

A hit (~xi, ti) is considered a scattered hit if there exists130

a neighboring hit (~x j, t j) that is within a distance of r and131

has a time coordinate that is t earlier than ti. If (~xi, ti) is a132

scattered hit, it is filtered out.133

More formally, let H be the set of all hits for a particular134

event. Then, we define the scattered hits as135 {
(~xi, ti) | ∃(~x j, t j) ∈ H.

∥∥~xi−~x j
∥∥

2 ≤ r and ti− t j ≥ t
}
.
(3)

Optimal values of r and t were found to be 156 m and136

778 ns, respectively, by parameter search.137

3.1.2 Adding Robustness to Noise138

As described in Section 2.3, the least-squares model gives139

all hits quadratic weight, whereas we would like to limit the140

weight of the outliers. Some models in classical statistics141

marginalize the weight of outliers. We experimented with142

replacing the least-squares model with a variety of robust143

models: a deadzone-linear fit, a one-norm fit, and a Huber144

fit [3].145

Of the models that we tested, the Huber penalty function146

gave the greatest increase in reconstruction accuracy. More147

formally, we replace Equation 1 with the optimization148

problem:149

min
t0,~x0,~v

N

∑
i=1

φ(ρi(t0,~x0,~v)), (4)

where the Huber penalty function φ(ρ) is defined as150

φ(ρ)≡
{

ρ2 if ρ < µ

µ(2ρ−µ) if ρ ≥ µ
. (5)
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Fig. 2: The reconstruction pipeline used to process data in the IceCube detector. Each point indicates a PMT that recorded
a photon (PMTs that recorded nothing are omitted). After initial data is collected and passed though some noise filters, the
data is processed by a linefit (solid line), which is used as the seed for the SPE (dashed line). The SPE reconstruction is
then evaluated as a potential neutrino. Our work in the reconstruction problem makes changes to the linefit reconstruction
algorithm (indicated by the dashed box).

Here, ρi(t0,~x,~v) is defined in Equation 2 and µ is a constant151

calibrated to the data (for this application, the optimal value152

of µ is 153 m).153

The Huber penalty function has two regimes. In the154

near-hit regime (ρ < µ), hits are assumed to be strongly155

correlated with the muon’s track, and the Huber penalty156

function behaves like least squares, giving point quadratic157

weight. In the far-hit regime (ρ ≥ µ), the Huber penalty158

function gives points linear weight, as they are more likely159

to be noise.160

In addition to its attractive robustness properties, the161

Huber fit’s weight assignment also has the added benefit162

that it inherently labels points as outliers (those with ρ ≥ µ).163

Thus, once the Huber fit is computed, we can go one step164

farther and simply remove the labeled outliers from the165

dataset. A better fit is then obtained by computing the least-166

squares fit on the data with the outliers removed.167

3.1.3 Implementation168

Our scattering filter has a worst-case complexity that is169

quadratic in the number of PMTs that recorded a hit, but170

this is typically only between 10 and 100 PMTs. Unlike171

linefit, the Huber regression does not have a closed form172

solution, and thus must be solved iteratively. We use an173

alternating direction method of multipliers [2] to implement174

the Huber regression.175

3.2 Results176

We now present our empirical results, which validate our177

changes to the linefit. We also present our runtime perfor-178

mance results.179

3.2.1 Accuracy Improvement180

Our goal is to improve the accuracy of the reconstruction in181

order to better separate neutrinos from cosmic rays. Thus182

we present three measurements: (1) the accuracy change183

between linefit and the new algorithm, (2) the accuracy184

change when SPE is seeded with the new algorithm, and185

(3) the improvement in separation between neutrinos and186

cosmic rays.187

To measure the accuracy improvement, we use the metric188

of median angular resolution θmed , which is the arc distance189

between the reconstruction and the true track. Our dataset is190

drawn from simulated neutrino data designed to be similar191

to that observed at the Pole. We find that we can improve192

the median angular resolution of the simple reconstruction193

by 57.6%, as shown in Table 1.

Table 1: Median angular resolution (degrees) for recon-
struction improvements. The first line is the accuracy of the
prior least-squares model, and the subsequent lines are the
accuracy measurements from cumulatively adding improve-
ments into the simple reconstruction algorithm.

Algorithm θmed
Linefit Reconstruction (Least-Squares) 9.917
With Addition of Scattering Filter 5.205
With Addition of Huber Regression 4.672
With Addition of Outlier Removal 4.211

194

We also find that seeding SPE with the improved simple195

reconstruction generates an improvement in the angular196

resolution of 12.9%, and that these improvements in the197

reconstruction algorithm result in 10% fewer atmospheric198

muons erroneously reconstructed as up-going, and 1% more199

muons correctly reconstructed as up-going.200

3.2.2 Runtime Performance201

We now report the runtime of our implementation, which202

is written in C++. The individual mean runtime of each203

component of the new algorithm is presented in Table 2. As204

shown, our new algorithm is more computationally intensive205

than linefit, but only by approximately a factor of six.

Table 2: The mean runtime for each component of the new
simple reconstruction, contrasted with the mean runtime of
the original linefit. As shown, the total runtime is approxi-
mately six times that of the original linefit.

Algorithm Runtime (µs)
Linefit Reconstruction (Least-Squares) 24.2
Scattering Filter 56.6
Huber Regression 47.5
Outlier Removal 51.8

206

4 Conclusions207

Muon track detection is a challenging problem in the Ice-208

Cube detector. We achieve a 13% improvement in recon-209
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struction accuracy with the addition of a scattering filter,210

and a more robust line-fitting algorithm. We also achieve211

these results with a reconstruction algorithm that is only 6212

times slower than linefit. Our reconstruction software runs213

on-site, and is included in all IceCube analyses.214
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